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Abstract
We have recently demonstrating the doubling of the

energy of particles of the ultra-short, ultra-relativistic
electron bunches of the Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center [1]. This energy doubling occurred in a plasma
only 85 cm-long with a density of 2.6x1017 e-/cm-3. This
milestone is the result of systematic measurements that
show the scaling of the energy gain with plasma length
and density, and show the reproducibility and the stability
of the acceleration process. We show that the energy gain
increases linearly with plasma length from 13 to 31 cm.
These are key steps toward the application of beam-
driven plasma accelerators or plasma wakefield
accelerators (PWFA) to doubling the energy of a future
linear collider without doubling its length.

INTRODUCTION
Plasma accelerators have two great potential advantages
when compared to conventional, radiofrequency
accelerators. First, since the accelerating structure is
sustained by the plasma itself, there are no fabrication
issues related to operation at high frequencies (for
example 2.8 THz or a wavelength of 106 μm at a plasma
density of 1016 cm-3). Second, plasmas can sustain plasma
waves or wakes with extremely large accelerating
gradients, in excess of 10 GV/m. It is therefore important
to explore the possibility of using plasmas to accelerate
particles to multi-GeV energies. In this context, we are
studying a particle beam-driven plasma accelerator
known as the plasma wakefield accelerator or PWFA.

We have demonstrated that large accelerating gradients
can be excited in plasma s by short electron (e-) and
positron (e+) bunches [1,2,3,4]. To lead to a large energy
gain, these gradients need to be sustained over long
plasma lengths. We have set up a PWFA experiment with
a variable plasma length in order to study the scaling of
energy gain with plasma length and density, and to
demonstrate that the energy gain increases linearly with
the plasma length.

THE PLASMA WAKEFIELD
ACCELERATOR

The PWFA is driven by the ultra-short ( z>10 μm) e-

bunches of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

(SLAC). Individual bunches with 1.8x1010, 28.5 GeV e-

are focused to a transverse size in vacuum r of 10 μm
near the entrance of a lithium (Li) vapor column located
near the focal point of the SLAC FFTB line. A schematic
of the experimental setup is shown on Fig.1. The Li vapor
is produced in a heat-pipe oven [5]. The oven consists of
a 3.8 cm diameter stainless steel tube containing a fine
stainless steel mesh wick and surrounded by high
temperature heaters. The oven is insulated from the beam
line high vacuum by 25 μm thick beryllium windows
located at each end. The oven is initially filled with a
helium (He) buffer gas at a given pressure and solid Li is
placed in the heaters region. The oven is heated until the
Li melts and its vapor temperature is equal to that of the
buffer gas. In that “oven mode” the room temperature He
confines the pure, hot Li column to the hot zone of the
oven [6]. The Li density is determined by the buffer gas
pressure, and the Li column length by the length of the
heater and is adjustable in three lengths Lp=13, 22, 31 cm
while the location of the column entrance is kept fixed.
The length of the Li column is calculated from the
longitudinal temperature profile of the vapor obtained by
pulling a thermocouple probe through the oven. Lithium
was chosen because of the low ionization potential of its
first e- (5.392 eV) and the relatively high potential for its
two subsequent e- (75.638 and 122.455 eV). In previous
long bunch ( z 700 μm) PWFA experiments the plasma
was created through photo-ionization of the Li vapor by
an ultra-violet laser pulse [2, 5]. However, in the present
experiments the transverse electric field of the ultra-short
e- bunches is large enough to field-ionize the first Li e-

over a time scale shorter than the bunch duration [7]. The
ADK theory for field ionization [8] indicated that full
ionization occurs in the volume surrounding the bunch
where the electric field exceeds 6 GV/m. With the
SLAC bunches full ionization extends over a radius of
more than 100μm and starts much before the peak of the
bunch current. Ionization over a radius larger than the
plasma collisionless skin depth (c / p,  where

p=(nee/ 0me)
1/2 is the plasma angular frequency) is

necessary for the wake to be similar to that in a pre-
formed plasma. Once Li is ionized, the bunch fields expel
the plasma e- from the bunch volume and lose energy to
the plasma wake. When the beam density nb is larger than
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the plasma density ne, all the plasma electrons are
expelled from the bunch volume and a pure ion column is
left behind the head of the bunch. The ion column
partially (ni=ne<nb) neutralizes the relativistic e- bunch,
which is in turn focused. In this regime, the focusing field
of the ion column is given by Er(r)=(1/2)(nee/ 0)r leading
to an aberration-free focusing for the core of the bunch.
The ion column also acts as restoring force for the plasma
e-, which rush back on axis about one plasma wavelength
after being expelled. They create an on-axis negative
density spike, which then accelerates the e- in the back of
the bunch. The linear theory for the single bunch PWFA
[9] indicates that, for a bunch with a small radius
compared to c/ p, the largest accelerating gradient is

achieved when the bunch length and plasma density are
such that k p z=( p/c) z 2, and scales as
Eacc. max 110MV(N/2x10

10)/( z(μm)/700)
2. Note that in a

single bunch experiment the particle bunch fills all the
phases of the accelerating bucket, and a continuum of
energy loss and gain is observed. In a real accelerator
configuration, the plasma wake is driven by a high charge
bunch that only loses energy, while a short (<<2 /kp),
lower charge witness bunch  is accelerated with a narrow
energy spread. The plasma accelerator therefore provides
both focusing and acceleration for the witness bunch, and
the energy is extracted from the drive bunch through the
plasma wake.

Figure 1:  Schematic of the experimental setup (not to scale). The bunch incoming energy spectrum (before the plasma)
is measured from the synchrotron radiation emitted by e- in a weak vertical magnetic chicane placed in a region of the
FFTB line with horizontal dispersion. After the plasma the beam travels through a magnetic spectrometer consisting of
quadrupole and dipole magnets. The energy spectrum is measured again using Cherenkov radiation emitted by particles
in a thin piece of aerogel.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, the bunch interacts with the plasma

and is then transported through an magnetic spectrometer
consisting of  a combination of quadrupole  and dipole
magnets. The spectrometer is designed to ensure that in
the y-dispersion direction of the energy measurement
plane the beam size y is dominated by dispersion and not
by the natural beam size associated with its emittance y

y=( y y+( E/E0)
2)1/2 E/E0,  whe re  y= y

2/ y

is the beam beta function in the y-dispersive plane, E is
the bunch energy content around the incoming energy E0,
and  is the dispersion in the energy diagnostic plane.
This spectrometer removes the ambiguity between energy
gain and the transverse momentum that can be imparted
by the strong plasma focusing force to a possible off-axis
beam tail at the plasma entrance. The bunch energy
spectrum is also measured before the plasma using the
synchrotron radiation emitted by the e- in a weak vertical
magnetic chicane placed in a dispersive region of the
FFTB. This spectrum allows for the identification of
bunches with similar incoming longitudinal phase space
(z-pz) [4]. It is also used to retrieve the bunch current
profile by comparison with simulation results of the
bunch compression process using the code LiTrack [10].

Simulation results indicate that the bunches used in this
experiment have a low current (<2 kA) “trunk” followed
by a bi-Gaussian peak with a current in the 6-16 kA (for

1.8x1010 e-/bunch) with an average rms width between
20 and 40 μm.

Energy spectra measured after plasmas with a density
of ne=2.7x1017 cm-3 and lengths Lp=13 cm, 22 cm, and
31 cm obtained with bunches with similar incoming
parameters show that the energy gain increases linearly
with the plasma length. The maximum energy gain is

41 GeV after the 31 cm long plasma, or an energy gain
of about 12.5 GeV. This energy gain corresponds to an
average accelerating gradient of the order of 40 MV/m
that is driven and sustained along the 31 cm long plasma.
In these experiments, the energy gain is limited by the
plasma length and by the amount of charge that can be
lost along the beam line section located after the plasma.
Measurements with longer bunch and lower plasma
densities indicate that the measurable energy loss is
limited by interception of the low energy particles
(<24 GeV) along the beam line and on protection
collimators. The energy loss is expected to be of the same
order as the peak energy gain. Systematic measurements
indicate that the energy gain scales linearly with the three
plasma lengths available in this experiment (Lp=13, 22,
31 cm). This dependency is also observed at plasma
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densities that lead to over all lower energy gains [11].
These results suggest that the energy of 28.5 GeV e- can
be doubled in a ne=2.7x1017 cm-3, only about 70 cm long
plasma. The successful energy doubling experiment was
performed with 42 GeV bunches to maximize the
absolute energy gain [1]. The energy spectrometer was
also modified to account for the very broad energy
spectrum of the beam after interaction with the plasma
[12].

IMPLICATIONS FOR AN ENERGY
DOUBLER

The results presented in this paper and previously
published [1] represent significant steps toward the
possible realization of an energy doubler for a future e-/e+

collider, an afterburner scheme proposed [13]: the energy
gain by e- scales with plasma length and leads to energy
doubling over only 85 cm. The unloaded accelerating
gradient is in excess of 40 GV/m and sustained over long
plasma lengths. This gradient is larger than the 10-
20 GeV value envisaged for the afterburner. In that
scheme the plasma length for energy doubling will be in
the tens of meters range to reach 0.5 to 1 TeV.

With the extremely small beam sizes and emittances
needed to reach the desired collision luminosity, new
issues may be a challenge for the plasma afterburner. For
example erosion of the head of the drive bunch would
lead to evolution of the wake amplitude and shape along
the plasma [14]. Motion of the plasma ions induced by the
strong field of the drive bunch could lead to degradation
of the emittance of the witness bunch [15,16]. Coupling
between transverse motion of the plasma e- forming the
accelerating structure and the bunch e- can seed the
growth of the well known hose instability which could
limit the energy gain, produce emittance growth or even
destroy the bunches. All these effects will have to be
studied numerically and experimentally. The beam and
plasma parameters will have to be chosen carefully to
mitigate the deleterious effect associated with these
issues. Future experiments will focus on the acceleration
of a witness e- bunch to a narrow energy spectrum and
detailed studies of positron/plasma interaction at the new
SLAC beam facility [17].
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